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MFL Department Intent – Spanish:
To encourage students to become citizens of the world by 

enabling them to communicate effectively in other languages 

and by promoting curiosity, diversity and tolerance of other 

cultures.
Mastery at Year 13

* Analysing and 

extracting

information from a 

variety of sources

* Summarising

information from a 

spoken and written 

sources

* Researching, 

presenting and 

discussing topics 

relevant to the 

Hispanic world

Mastery at Year 12

* building

knowledge about 

matters central to 

the society and 

culture, past and 

present, of 

Hispanic countries

* deepening

knowledge of 

language

* improving grammar 

accuracy to enhance 

language produced

Mastery at Year 11

* Identifying and 

extracting

information from a 

variety of spoken 

and written sources

* inferring the 

meaning of unknown 

words from context

* producing

accurate language 

in writing and 

speaking

Mastery at Year 10

* Using SSCs to 

identify 

information in 

audio files

* analysing texts 

accurately using 

vocabulary and 

grammar knowledge

* producing

extensive writing

about a variety of 

topics

* speaking with 

accurate tone and 

pronunciationMastery at Year 9

* Blending more 

SSCs in order to 

read confidently

* using reflexive 

verbs and 

impersonal verbs, 

using the imperfect 

tense, direct 

object pronouns 

(grammar)

* Building verb 

lexicon further, 

using prefixes and 

suffixes 

(vocabulary)
Mastery at Year 8

* Decoding and 

blending more SSCs 

(phonics)

* Conjugating in 

the perfect tense, 

forming past 

participles, using 

prepositions 

(grammar)

* Identifying word 

patterns between 

English and Spanish 

(vocabulary)

Mastery at Year 7

* Decoding and 

blending key SSCs 

(phonics)

* Conjugating

regular and 

irregular verbs in 

the present tense, 

understanding 

adjective 

agreement, using 

articles, asking 

questions (grammar)

* Learning high 

frequency 

vocabulary, 

developing a verb 

lexicon

Mi vida 

en el 

insti
Mi gente ¡Desconéctate

!

Intereses e 

influencias

De 

costumbre

Ciudades¡A currar!

Hacia un 

mundo mejor

Revisión

Aspects of 

Hispanic 

society

Film 

study:

Volver

Aspects of 

political life 

in the Hispanic 

world

LEARNED:

- social networks

- making 

arrangements

- reading 

preferences

- relationships

WISE:

Can you use the 

present continuous 

to make 

arrangements? Can 

you compare reading 

preferences and 

social networks? Can 

you use ser and 

estar to describe 

relationships?

LEARNED:

- school description, rules 

and problems

- school exchanges, activities 

and achievements 

WISE:

Can you use the present and 

imperfect to describe your 

school? Can you evaluate

school rules and problems? Can 

you combine three tenses to 

talk about activities and 

achievements? 

LEARNED:

- holiday preferences, 

accommodation & 

dealing with problems

- present, preterit 

and imperfect tenses

WISE:

Can you use verbs of 

opinion to talk about 

holiday preferences? 

Can you use the 

preterite tense to 

discuss a past 

holiday?

LEARNED:

- free time activities, 

sports, trends and 

entertainment

- role models

WISE:

Can you recall

vocabulary relevant to 

hobbies and interest? 

Can you analyse people’s 

opinion in a variety of 

audio and text sources? 

Can you use suelo + 

infinitive to explain

your interests?

LEARNED:

- typical foods

- festivals and special 

days

WISE:

Can you discuss typical 

foods? Can you compare 

festivals? Can you use

reflexive verbs in the 

preterite to describe a 

special day? Can you 

explain what you’ve 

just done using acabar

de + infinitive?

LEARNED:

- features of a town and regions

- shopping (types of shop, sizing and money)

- pros and cons in a town

WISE:

Can you list the features of a region using se 

puede(n) ? Can you organise plans with the simple 

future? Can you recall demonstrative adjectives to 

describe and buy clothes? Can you evaluate the pros 

and cons of living in town?

LEARNED:

- earning money, work experience, 

- language & travel, summer work,

- future plans

WISE:

Can you list ways of earning money? 

Use the past tenses to talk about 

work experience? Can you write a 

covering letter using the perfect 

tense? Can you evaluate conditions 

and use “if” sentences to discuss 

future plans?

LEARNED:

- global issues, local actions

- healthy lifestyle

- sporting events

WISE:

Can you evaluate the importance 

of global issues? Can you advise

on local actions using se 

debería? Use different tenses to 

talk about healthy lifestyle? 

Use the third person plural to 

talk about sporting events?
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Literature

study:

La casa de 

Bernarda Alba

Artistic 

culture in the 

Hispanic world

Multiculturali

sm in Hispanic 

society

LEARNED:

- young people and politics

- monarchy and dictatorship

- the power of trade unions and political 

tensions caused by strikes

WISE:

Can you explain how young people feel 

about political life in Spain? Can you 

recall key dates about political life in 

Spain? Can you evaluate the power held by 

trade unions in Spain?

LEARNED:

- multiculturalism and its effects

- marginalisation in society, the law 

and attitudes towards it

- immigration and integration in Spain

WISE:

Can you define multiculturalism and 

list examples of approaches in various 

Hispanic countries? Can you explain

what marginalisation is and people’s 

attitudes towards it? Can you evaluate

the struggles faced by the Spanish 

society toward immigration and 

integration nowadays?

LEARNED:

- writing features

- social context and impact

WISE:

Can you explain the social 

context of the book? Can you 

summarise the main themes of the 

novel? Can you describe the 

characters and evaluate their 

role in the book?

LEARNED:

- revision of essential grammar rules

- types of modern families, recent changes 

in relationships and marriage

- technology in everyday life, dangers of 

e-society

- equality of rights

WISE:

Can you memorise key dates in legislation 

relating to family rights? Can you evaluate

the changes happening in modern families? 

Can you list advantages and dangers of 

technology? Can you use accurate grammar to 

support your arguments?

LEARNED:

- role models and their influence on young 

people

- regional identity in Spain: culture and 

traditions

- heritage: a cultural and physical 

phenomenon

WISE:

Can you define heritage and list examples 

of Hispanic heritage? Can you explain the 

importance of certain festivals in Hispanic 

culture? Can you evaluate the impact of 

role models towards young people? Can you 

use the subjunctive and the passive voice 

to express yourself more fluently?

LEARNED:

- cinematographic terms

- social context and impact

WISE:

Can you explain the social 

and historical context of 

the movie? Can you summarise

the main themes of the film? 

Can you describe the 

characters and evaluate

their role in the film?

De 

vacaciones

El deporte

En el 

mundoLo que 

pasa ahora

En el 

colegio

El medio 

ambiente

LEARNED:

- Environmental issues

- Film festivals & 

holiday plans

WISE:

Can you recall how to 

use gustar to express 

opinions? Can you 

analyse a challenging 

text using your 

knowledge of vocabulary 

and grammar? 

LEARNED:

- daily routine

- present and 

imperfect tenses

- Don Quijote

(Cervantes)

WISE:

Can you explain

how things used 

to be using the 

imperfect? Can 

you evaluate the 

importance of 

the book Don 

Quijote? 

LEARNED:

- feelings

- tener que (to have 

to)

-imperfect 

continuous

WISE:

Can you describe

events in the past? 

Can you compare how 

you feel vs. how you 

felt? Can you 

explain the making 

of a film?

LEARNED:

- conquest of Peru

- migration and the 

lives of Spanish 

speakers in the US

- climate change

WISE:

Can you list the key 

events of the conquest 

of Peru? Can you 

explain how many 

Spanish speakers there 

are in the US and why? 

Can you evaluate the 

severity of climate 

change?

LEARNED:

- sport and exercise

- health

- revision of ser vs. estar

WISE:

Can you distinguish between 

ser and estar and explain

when to use each? Can you 

list a variety of sports? 

Can you evaluate how to 

keep healthy?

LEARNED:

- past holidays, the preterit

- location, está/están

- people, places and traditions of 

Mexico

WISE:

Can you describe people, places and 

traditions in Mexico? Can you talk about 

food and ask questions? Can you use the 

preterit tense to describe a past 

holiday and ask questions?

Lo que hemos 

aprendido

Mi 

familia 

y yo

Retratos

Un día en 

mi vidaAhora y 

en el 

futuro

En casa 

y de 

viaje

LEARNED:

- present and 

preterit tenses

- holidays

- ser vs. estar

- question formation

WISE:

Can you describe

holidays in the 

past? Can you 

compare past 

experiences? Can you 

describe what people 

do at home?

LEARNED:

- present and 

preterit tenses

- school and hobbies

- para + infinitive

WISE:

Can you describe

school in the past? 

Can you discuss past 

hobbies and 

activities? Can you 

identify people’s 

plans for the 

future?

LEARNED:

- technology and 

social networks

- environment

- routines and daily 

life

WISE:

Can you use the 

preterit to describe 

what people did in 

the past? Can you 

memorise reflexive 

verbs to describe

your routine? 

LEARNED:

- narration of events

- birthdays

- feelings and emotions

WISE:

Can you narrate a series of 

events? Can you analyse a 

complex text using your 

knowledge of vocabulary and 

grammar? Can you discuss

school and give opinions?

LEARNED:

- family members

- comparative

- hacer (to do) in the 

preterit

WISE:

Can you describe your 

relatives? Can you 

compare people using 

más/menos que + 

adjective? Can you 

analyse what people did 

in the past? 

LEARNED:

- famous Spaniards

- Hispanic traditions

- year 8 vocabulary 

consolidation

WISE:

Can you recall the 

vocabulary and grammar 

learnt this year to 

describe events 

happening in and out of 

school? Can you use a 

variety of tenses to 

discuss past and future 

trips? 

Estoy 

aqui

Nombres

Mi 

familia

En el 

campo

Viajes y 

tecnologí

a

La gente 

y yo

LEARNED:

- places and locations

- ser vs. estar (to be), tener (to have)

- Saying what people are like, have and do

WISE:

Can you memorise key verbs (to be, to have)? 

Can you describe places and locations? Can you 

explain what someone is like? 

LEARNED:

- surroundings

- negatives

- giving and wanting

WISE:

Can you use no to make a 

verb negative? Can you 

describe your surroundings 

using hay (there is/are)? 

Can you explain what you 

give/want for Christmas?

LEARNED:

- family

- adjective position

- WH questions

WISE:

Can you list family members and 

describe them? Can you construct

sentences with the correct syntax? 

Can you ask questions using 

interrogatives?

LEARNED:

- regular –ar, -er, -ir verbs in the 

present

- possessive adjectives (mi/mis, 

tu/tus)

- ir + infinitive (near future)

WISE:

Can you explain what people can and 

can’t do? Can you describe when and 

where people go? Can you explain

your future plans using ir + 

infinitive?

LEARNED:

- verbs in -ar, -er and –ir

- travel

- technology

WISE:

Can you describe activities one 

can do while travelling? Can you 

conjugate regular verbs in the 

present tense to explain what 

people do? Can you evaluate the 

impact of technology in our 

lives?

LEARNED:

- activities in the countryside

- modal verbs

WISE:

Can you describe what you and 

others are doing using the first 

person plural (nosotros)? Can you 

use modal verbs to contrast what 

people can and must do? 


